
Mr.Vaish and Friends,
Although born with an intense distaste of figures and

mathematics, it has been my misfortune to be dealing with
them in some form or other. Therefore when I say I am very
happy to be associated with this institution, it has a special sig-
nificance. Off and on. I have been watching the career of
accountancy almost since the inception of the Accountancy
Board, from 1930-32. It was only in the fitness of things that
even before the legal age of majority full rights of majority were
conceded to the accountancy profession. That was in 1949.

I have watched the progress of this profession with
very great interest, and soon after the war I had reason to
be particularly solicitous about the way in which your
profession discharged their responsibility. I used to be in
touch with various distinguished members of your pro-
fession and they used to unburden their difficulties
before me in following the straight path of accounting
and auditing rectitude. It was as a result of those talks that
I was able, personally in my capacity as Governor of the
Reserve Bank, to lend support to and promote the idea
of giving autonomy of the profession you are enjoying.

I have no doubt that there is no discipline which is so
effective as self-imposed discipline. I have never believed in
discipline being imposed from above because it cuts at the
roots. I am equally convinced that as nothing succeeds like
success, the more successful you are in exacting standards of
rectitude, the easier your work will be, because the erring one
which is tempted to choose the path of dalliance, will find him-
self in  more and more unfavourable atmosphere. What is
more there will be less and less danger of his place being taken
up by some one else. That ought to give courage to all who
have discharged that duty. It is so beautifully embodies in your
motto: "He who keeps awake when others are asleep".

It is a happy coincidence from the point of view of the
Finance Minister that you are situated as you are, not only
in theory but also in location. There you see as tax gatherer
one part of your ego, so to speak, on one side, and on the
other the builders of the nation. In between acting as a liai-
son between the tax-gatherer and the spender of revenue
you have to assure me that every pie that is spent on devel-
opment is properly spent, whether it is in the public sector
or in the private sector. Although none of these buildings
has overshadowed each other, they are in sufficient con-
junction to give courage and confidence to every one.

I cannot imagine anything more essential than proper

accounting and auditing in the conduct of the affairs of the

nation. It may not be a most imposing thing but it is certainly
like lubricating oil. If it fails either you will head for bank-
ruptcy or provoke discontent among the people. Therefore
I am convinced that there is a peculiar importance which
attaches to the profession of accountants and auditors.

It is a very happy sign that you yourselves seem to be
realising this and are assembled here today, to do what
you could do collectively and individually, to sustain
whatever has been assigned to you. I hope that your
deliberations will be fruitful and that they will be of real
assistance not only to you technically but also to all those
who like myself depend on you. I hope to see when I
have in my hands the results of your deliberations, vari-
ous improvements suggested not only in your own line
but also in regard to government accounting.

I was referring to my own difficulties in dealing with
a state of affairs which as present government accoun-
tants and auditors seem unable to meet. States having
temporary surpluses for ear-marked purposes spend
them on some other schemes in the belief they have sur-
pluses in hand, with the inevitable result that in a few years
time when payments of those ear-marked funds come
before them, the only course open to them if they have to
honour their obligation is to dun the Finance Minister.

I do hope that the scope of government accounting
and auditing will extend to this aspect of the matter
which is assuming special importance in view of our
commitments in regard to the Five Year Plan.

I have no doubt the work carried out by the Institute
will be of a character which will conform to the outside of
the building. I have been greatly heartened by the fact that
the numbers of examinees are never given to the examin-
ers. Those numbers are coded and only code numbers are
given. The real numbers are given only when results are
finalised. That means the votaries of this profession are
taking care to see that the pristine purity of the profession
is not sullied by the unworthy. Every man who passes the
examination passes on merits. I draw attention of other
examining bodies to this simple expedient.

I hope those enter the precincts of your profession will
be worthy people and once they have entered they will
observe all the rules of the game with the conviction and fer-
vour of a votary dedicate to a shrine. It is in that sense that I
like to comtemplate this building and wish every possible
success to your deliberations and your profession. ■
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